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Research background
• China adopted an opening-up policy and underwent economic reform by the late
1970s.
• Since 2013, the Chinese Government has adopted a new global development
strategy and implemented the Belt and Road Initiative, which has stimulated a
number of major overseas projects, including finance, mining, wholesale and retail,
manufacturing and transport services.

• According to the World Investment Report 2020, despite China’s recent decline in
OFDI, China ranked as the world’s fourth largest source of foreign direct investment
(FDI) outflows in 2019, only behind Japan, the United States, and the Netherlands.
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Central research questions

The crucial questions arise as to:
1) whether and how these large volume of FDI outflows react to DI in the
country and its three macro-regions; and
2) explore how DI interacts with OFDI across Chinese regions on the

basis of the different motivations of OFDI.
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Research gaps and significances (1)
• The first research gap: Are OFDI complementary to or substitution for DI?
 OFDI and DI have a complementary relationship
The complementary relationship is due to possible interactions and
interdependencies between OFDI and DI through backward and forward
production links between domestic subsidiaries and foreign parent companies
(Hsu et al., 2015).
 OFDI substitutes for DI
OFDI displaces local investment as FDI outflows substitute domestic activities
for foreign activities when firms shift part of their production abroad and the
available financial resources are scarce (Ali and Wang, 2018).
 Conclusion: It seems that there is no conclusive evidence of the association
between OFDI and DI.
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Research gaps and significances (2)
• The second research gap: How may OFDI react to DI in a transition economy
at the regional level?
 Numerous studies have been conducted to examine how OFDI responds
differently to DI in developed countries such as the United States, Germany, and
Italy, as well as in newly industrialized countries such as Taiwan and Korea
(Herzer, 2007; Herzer and Schrooten, 2008), but limited research studies
emerging and transition countries.
 Previous studies assume that a country is a homogeneous entity, but overlooks
enormous regional variations across regions (Hsu et al., 2015).
 Conclusion: Though many studies demonstrate a positive/ negative association
between OFDI and DI at the country level, there is no clear evidence that similar
OFDI-DI nexus may be incurred in the regional context.
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Research gaps and significances (3)
• The third research gap: How may different OFDI motivations influence DI?

 Based on the Ownership-Location-Internalization framework proposed by John
H. Dunning (Dunning and Lundan, 2008), Hejazi and Pauly (2003) showed that
different motivations of OFDI may affect DI remarkably.
 A number of studies examines the impact of different OFDI motivations, such as
natural-resource seeking, efficiency seeking, market seeking, and strategic-asset
seeking, on DI in the context of developed countries, but few researches attempt
to investigate the OFDI-DI association in developing economies.
 Conclusion: There is no concrete evidence that indicates how and to what extent
various OFDI motivations can influence DI in a developing and emerging country,
particularly at the regional level.
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Literature review – theoretical background (1)
1. Classical substitution assumption (Hufbauer and Adler, 1968) - OFDI completely
replaces foreign activities with domestic activities and entirely complements foreign
investment when firms relocate part of their production abroad.
2. Two prominent viewpoints on the OFDI-DI nexus:

 OFDI discourages DI (Stevens and Lipsey, 1992) - Two mechanisms by which
OFDI can influence DI locally are:
 The first channel will be through domestic financial markets.

 The second channel is when firms influence the product markets by relocating
their production lines abroad.
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Literature review – theoretical background (2)
 OFDI complements DI (Desai et al., 2005) - Higher OFDI is correlated with higher
DI levels.
 OFDI allows parent companies located in the United States to import raw
materials from foreign affiliates at a cheaper rate and to generate exports of
intermediate inputs used by foreign affiliates.
 Industries that integrate domestic production with foreign affiliates can lower the
cost of production and produce economies of scale, thereby increasing domestic
output and DI.

 As a result, the entire domestic economy can benefit from the backward and
forward-looking production links between local firms and multinational
enterprises and upgrade its global value chain.
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Literature review - Interaction between OFDI
and DI in China
• Ameer et al. (2017) - DI and OFDI do not have Granger causality in the short term,
but there is a positive long-term uni-directional association between OFDI and DI.
The underlying reason is that the Chinese financial market is underdeveloped, and
China’s multinationals face more financial constraints than the advanced-country
multinationals.
• You and Solomon (2015) - the majority of Chinese multinationals engaged in FDI
outflows are state-owned enterprises (SOEs) that exploit the advantages of excess
foreign exchange reserves accumulated from trade surpluses and abundant
domestic savings. Thus, Chinese overseas investment may have little impact on the
financial liquidity of local markets and, as a result, OFDI may not replace domestic
capital.
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Data and variable selection
• This study uses a panel dataset covering 31 Chinese provinces, municipalities, and
autonomous regions in 2005–2017.
• The data were collected from various China Statistical Yearbooks, China Provincial
Statistical Yearbooks, and Chinese Outward Foreign Direct Investment Statistical
Bulletins.
• Since all variables are provincial-level data, we disaggregated provincial-level data
into sub-datasets of three different macro-region – Eastern, Central and Western
China.
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Empirical model specification (1)
• We based on two conceptual frameworks to set DI as the dependent variable, with a
number of control variables that capture China’s economic transition process
considered.

 First, we followed Desai et al. (2005) and Feldstein (1994) and adopted the
extended Feldstein and Horioka (1980) model, which assumes that the level of
DI is determined by OFDI, domestic saving (DS), and inward foreign direct
investment (IFDI) in this study.
 Second, we also grounded this study on the works of He et al. (2008) and Wei
(2007), which highlight that China’s regional development has been sharply
transformed by the fundamental processes of globalizing efforts (globalization),
the infusion of market mechanisms (marketization) and the decentralized control
of local economic development (decentralization).
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Empirical model specification (2)

DIit = αi + β1OFDIit + β2IFDIit + β3DSit + β4PGRit + β5EDULit + β6RDit +
β7EXPTit + β8INFit + β9INDit + εit

where i (i = 1, 2, 3, …., 31) denotes to individual provinces, t (t = 1, 2, …, 12)

refers to the years spanning 2005–2017, α is the intercept, βi is the estimator,
and εit is the error term. Flexible generalized least squares (Flexible GLS)
and panel data analysis with two-stage least squares estimation (2SLS)

were conducted to test the hypotheses.
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Qualitative analysis - Identification of OFDI
motivation on DI
• Our research team identified the top 100 Chinese multinationals ranked by OFDI
stock in 2017 in the Outward Foreign Direct Investment Statistics Bulletins of China.
• We then examined the recent information on merger and acquisition (M&A)
transactions from the financial intelligence, annual reports and corporate
announcements of those companies.
• After studying the details of relevant M&A transactions, we agree with the locations
of the Chinese MNE and encapsulate the motivations of OFDI for the respective
macro-regions.
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Research findings
1. The salient effect of OFDI on DI in China, but the association their association
varies across the regions.
2. OFDI has a positively significant effect on DI in Central China, implying that there is
a strong complementary relationship between FDI outflows and home investment in
the inland central region. However, the same relationship cannot be found in
Eastern and Western China. These findings are also validated by the 2SLS
estimates.
3. Our study shows how different motivations for OFDI interact with DI in different
macro-regions and shows that efficiency-seeking OFDI promotes DI whereas other
motivations for OFDI, such as natural resource-seeking, market-seeking and
strategic asset-seeking, do not have any impact on domestic capital formation.
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Policy implications (1)
• A large number of SOEs in Eastern and Western China play a crucial role in
investing in overseas projects. However, an increasing number of overseas M&A
agreements undertaken by SOEs cannot further increase DI or strengthen local
industries at the regional level.
 Since SOEs have well-established institutional frameworks, strong state-local
relations, and a wealth of financial resources, they can act as leading companies
in the local value chain and promote technological spillovers.
 Local governments may consider regional endogenous conditions for promoting
economic development, such as the availability of human capital and managerial
skills, institutional capacity, and financial capacity, and provide a suitable
environment in stimulating domestic activities between SOEs and private
enterprises.
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Policy implications (2)
• The complementary relationship between OFDI and DI in Central China shows that
the Chinese government can further liberalize the prevailing OFDI policies.
 Local governments not only facilitate the participation of SOEs in overseas
investment, but also encourage private conglomerates to engage in small and
medium-sized M&A deals that can expand foreign markets, acquire strategic
assets, and encourage the transfer of knowledge from OFDI to the domestic
provincial economy and accelerate the process of domestic capital acceleration.
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